Specialist Finishes
InterAct

- Specialist Finishes

Polished, Textured, Graphic Designed Panels
or a Combination

		

InterAct is a unique Decorative system that offers you a creative outlet. You can now have
Ambitec’s beautiful finishes; with patterns applied, made into panels as part of a design
concept. With Ambitec Interact panels you now have the option to integrate wall panels
with matching feature panels in a variety of ways. For example as inserts in concertina
screens, or as part of sliding screens, door panels or furniture inserts.
Using different colours and textures in a series of panels, you can create a piece of art, an
expression of individuality, a statement that personalizes your interior space with Interact
by Ambitec.
Patterns can be created in two ways; slightly recessed or proud to the face of the panel.
Within a single panel you have the options of using the same colour for both the 		
foreground and background, or different colours in each, emphasizing the three 		
dimensional and textural qualities of the panel. Patterns sitting proud on the surface can
be multi coloured within the design and truly become works of art.
Depending on the design, different panel sizes and thicknesses can be used within one
layout to further create a three-dimensional effect.
Small enough to form an artwork or large enough to work as a feature, the InterAct panel
system is all about freedom - the freedom to ‘create a unique piece of art’.
Do you want your company logo incorporated on a panel? ... We can do that.
Have you dreamt up a special design you want featured? ...
		
We are more than happy to help.
Do you want to see writing on a wall? ...
A company philosophy? A poem?
Do you want us to create a unique design, just for you?
We can do that too ... the only limit is your imagination.
													
Each panel is handcrafted ... just for you - in our workshop at Ambitec.
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Specialist Finishes
Design Specifications
The InterAct Panel System has a minimum (300x300mm) and maximum (1200x2400mm)
panel size. All other sizes inbetween are available upon request.
Panels come in various thicknesses with various substrates, like strand board, MDF, high
density foam (light weight for floating ceilings or sculptured panels) etc. This depends on
the type of application and design requirements.
Panels can be completed using all of our products; Suave, Tierrafino and Bone China, in a
variety of different finishes, ranging from corrugated to smooth with a high-grade 		
polish. Only Panels completed with high grade polished finishes can have design patterns
embedded such as logos and text.
Panels can be separated with negative details, but using joints or anodised aluminium
profiles.
Installation Requirements
For permanent installation; Panels are installed on-site using standard panel glue on a
12mm MDF lined substrate. A timber frame is preferred. Special care should be taken to
specify the construction of the substrate accurately to size, level and plumb to avoid 		
difficulties and extra costs during installation.
Panels can also be fitted with a split rail system or magnets which makes the panels
interchangeable with one another.
For project examples see the ‘InterAct and Showroom’ Gallery on the Ambitec website
www.ambitec.co.nz
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